
IT BUSINESS 
APPLICATION 

WE ARE HIRING

POSITION Your focus is on driving the execution, monitoring and control of Balcia IS projects to successful 
on-time, on-budget, and high-quality completion while identifying and remediating project risks and 
issues.

You will be the expert in how the application works, and continually evolve the application 
configuration to meet changing business needs.

You will be responsible for transferring business requirements to project developers (programmers) in 
a systematized and formalized way, as well as providing high-quality and professional consultations 
to customers and employees.

We are looking for people who are curious, love technology and work to be a little better every single day. In our 
teamwork we aim to be agile, smart, dynamic and collaborative. We value trust & transparency above all. If this 
sounds like a good fit for you, 

WHAT WE EXPECT 

then we are on the same page and should talk.

If you value team collaboration, transparency and 
continuously learn new tools, technologies, and 
techniques,

If you enjoy mentoring and learning from others by 
encouraging positive attributes and attitudes in others,

If you are comfortable with ambiguity and have high level 
of responsibility, 

If you are results-driven person and have a mindset that 
allows you to always think out of the box,

You will be working from headquarters in Riga city center at a modern office in a friendly, fast-paced and teamwork oriented international culture 
with high ethics. You will have an opportunity to work also remotely. 

No two days are the same, you will have an opportunity to participate in international projects and be part of a growing and professional team. We 
will provide you with necessary trainings, guidance and onboarding.

Competitive monthly salary range of 2500-3500 EUR gross (depending on your level of experience and competence), health insurance from the first 
working day, additional paid days off, discount on Balcia products, gifts on special occasions and more.

REQUIREMENTS

Preferably 5+ years experience in IT Project Management and/or 
experience in a product owner /business-analyst type of role

Experience working with software development teams (Preferably 
web based Java applications) across the full development 
lifecycle

Have a desire to improve transparent software development 
planning - based on agile principles

Ability to provide long term IT service strategy planning to ensure 
software capabilities based on business priorities that will be 
used by developer to create great software features

Degree (or equivalent) educated in a Computer Science or similar 
discipline

Strong attention to detail and commitment to customer service

Experience with Kanban board practical usage is an advantage

Excellent communication skills

Excellent Latvian & English language skills

OFFER?

Sounds interesting?

Your personal data controller is Balcia Insurance SE, registered in Latvia with the registration number 40003159840, legal address K.Valdemara Street 63, Riga, 
LV-1142, Latvia. Phone: +37167030500, e-mail: balcia@balcia.com. Read more about it here: www.balcia.com

why not say heo?
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Riga, Latvia�

� careers@balcia.com

We do encourage you to apply:

Or, know someone who would be a perfect fit? Let them know!


